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THE IKTELIECTUAL APPROACH

THE INTELLECTUAL APPROACHI

To avoid making a mieteke in the understanding of

our method. it in neeeeeery to point out the following thing:

We are always epoaking about the intellect and are always

trying to discard it — to discard the intellectual approach

to our work. Why? Because the intellectual approach kills

certain creative abilitiee. Therefore. it ie necessary to

any; don't even try to create with yogi intellect. because

inetead of using your whole creative going. which includes

your epirituul. soul, and bodily ebilitiee you may make the

mieteke of using your intellect which in not eeul, body or

epitit but eimpiy a certain kind of little figure or death

living in un somewhere - a little devil - a little murderer —

a little anti-artiut. We must refuee to lot thin little devil

interfere with our work beenueo he nakee ue an artists as

small as he in. whereas our aim in to grow. and to expand.

and to be wider. more powerful and more significant. ote..

and net to uee the intellect. an artiste,in creative work.

But now we come to the point - thie in the ground. on which

the artiet stands. What in underneath?

However, the intellect hue ite function which the

artist must use, and this in where the confusion lieu. with

your intellect you must understand the meaning of the Verde

you are epeaking on the stage. The intellect in for the com-
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prohonsion of the words in the text. I have noticed thaw

not only in our Studio but on the stage in general. aetoro

upeak words without any comprehension of them. It is a very

important point and oven in our studio we often speak words

without any simple logical understanding of them, or what

the sentence is vmitten for.

Then we say discard the intellect. we mean discard

it for the creative work, but not for the simple human ability

to underntand. Understanding has many stages - we walk on

the ground...thio is the simple abilihy to walk. how we want

to create through the feeling of easo1ho idea that I am fly-

ing. This flying fooling can be accomplished only if I

really touch the ground - I must have tho illusion of flying.

not :QQllK flying, because it in not possible. I must have

the some ground in all my work. If I undorstand them I can

‘4 Insertion (i) '

speak the words in a logical way. I must understand the

meaning of the words and the scene, but this is not yet the

objective. If you understand you will be able to act at

onco. but if you do not undorsiand you will have only the

illusion of acting.

Insertion ED is directors and teachers you have

the right to ask your actoro whether they understand what

they are ouying. We must know what we are speaking about -

this is underneath the ground on which.tho actor stands (oeo

diagram). We are appealing to the simple human mind which

has nothing to do with the littloxbvil which tries to make
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301‘ CREATE WITH THE IIx'i‘ELI-EC‘I"

, 7% Actor

,m IIiTELLECT IS FOR ma‘ \
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SPOKE}; ON THE STAGE.
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If I understand than I can album: the words in a logical

Way-I'll.

Insmmom (1) If I start by upcaking in the atmoaplwro. for

inotzmoo, "Shut tho door". the meaning is very simple. With

bigger aontoncos i1; is tho same thing. and with the whole

scene it is 1:210 sum. not only the Words, but the meaning

of tho scone must be there. If I come into the room to wk

someone to give mo uome money. I should know tho whole part

no that I may understand the meaning of the words.

USE—WIDE: (2) For example: I havo seen one nctoz— on the

stage who loved hmsolr very much. When he embraced an actress

no did so in a. very stupid way bocauso it was .;01mp1y passion

without any undorOtnnding whatcoovor.
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